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PATRICK RIGNEY, PJ Rigney Distillery & International Brand

Patrick Rigney is well known for his expertise in international business, brand development and 
marketing, as a brand inventor, champion marketer and entrepreneur. His latest venture is the creation 
of a new multi-purpose distillery in Drumshanbo, Co. Leitrim, in which he will distil and develop a new 
range of craft style spirit brands for international markets. 

Patrick cut his teeth originally in Baileys, Gilbeys, C&C International and Grants of Ireland. During 
his time with Baileys Patrick managed the core business of the Americas and Australasia while he 
simultaneously developed the Sheridan’s liqueur brand. In 1998 Patrick became the joint founder of 
Castle Brands, which developed Boru Vodka and a range of other successful brands before successfully 
exiting in 2005 through an IPO on the AMEX in New York.  That same year, Patrick established Fastnet 
Brands and Dalcassian, a wine and spirits distribution company, and more recently has invested in a 
range of other companies in the drinks, pharmaceutical, tourism and equestrian sectors. 

The catalyst for this latest start-up, “PJ Rigney Distillery and International Brands Ltd” was Bord Bia, 
who were seeking to support the creation of a new wave of strong brands out of Ireland. “Bord Bia 
provided the kick-start and encouraged me to explore. I began developing a number of ideas and 
brands. I concentrated initially on the idea, particularly in the area of provenance in order to put together 
something that was unique and remarkable in terms of the distilling capability and brand story.”

While on business in Germany, Patrick noticed an extraordinary smell coming into the bedroom 
where he was staying. He was intrigued to discover that a man was actually distilling alcohol in the 
room below. He later learned that distilling was part of the culture in that part of Germany and that 
distillery equipment was manufactured nearby. Enquiries quickly led to orders and at present, distillery 
equipment is being built in Germany, which will be transported and installed in Drumshanbo this 
summer. This will make PJ Rigney Distillery the first multi-purpose distillery of its kind in Ireland and the 
first distillery in Connaught for over 100 years. 

For Patrick, the international connections and the experience he has gained over his career give 
him an advantage in this new business. “I was not starting from the very beginning. Having set up a 
business before, I think you are less likely to make as many mistakes.”

Patrick has found it quite challenging securing investment for his new venture given it is food/drink 
centred, but received support through Enterprise Ireland’s High Potential Start-Up programme (HPSU).“ 
I am grateful that Enterprise Ireland has shown confidence in what we are trying to achieve and has 
supported us financially. Compared to technology, I think it’s extremely difficult to get investment in the 
Food and Drinks industry. People really want to see success before they invest.”

Not wedded to a particular location, through connections in the industry, Patrick visited Drumshanbo, 
Co Leitrim, where Carrig Craft Brewing Company had recently established a micro-brewery. He was 
impressed by what he saw and the welcome for the venture from the local community. “There is a 
wonderful environment and a rich heritage here in Leitrim. Everyone wanted to support the project. I 
met with the community and asked their opinions. All were very encouraging and were happy for the 
business to come.”

Patrick has assembled a strong management team, including a world-class distiller Robert Barrett 
and other veterans from the industry. In partnership with Dalcassian, the wine and spirit distribution 
company, which will provide the route to market in Ireland, PJ Rigney Distillery plans to develop a 
whole new range of international brands. “Initially the focus will be on getting the business on a sound 
commercial footing, achieving a turnover of €5 -10 million, creating 10-15 permanent jobs, restoring 
the lost skills of distilling and creating a range of international brands. If we succeed in doing all of that, 
we will have done well.”

Patrick would recommend becoming an entrepreneur to others, but knows it is not for everyone.  “A 
career as an entrepreneur is not for the faint-hearted. It pushes you outside your comfort zone.What 
makes it all worthwhile is knowing you have taken a risk and seeing it pay off. That’s the best feeling 
in the world!”


